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Overview

CardDeposit automates the reconciliation between open receipts to deposit 
guidance from the processor

> All settlements generated in SAP are sent through CardConnect, 
consolidated by the clearinghouse and processed overnight

>> This initiates the funds transfer from the card issuers to your bank account
> The resulting deposit information is available in the CardDeposit Report,  

which can be transferred into SAP and stored in custom tables
>> Optional: create a posting to move funds from the payment card 

clearing account to the cash clearing account

> The final step of moving the funds from cash-clearing to cash is started
when the bank reports the funds have been cleared



Overview



Offers a deposit and fee summary for 
accounting staff

Reconciliation Report

> Data is formatted and provided in the 
initial report output screen

> Daily deposit totals are matched against 
multiple settlements

> Discrepancies are flagged, with drilldowns 
to identify mismatched transactions

> Included links:
>> Deposit information
>> Settlements
>> Transactions



Process-At-a-Glance



Walk-Through: Order Creation

> Execute VA01 > enter required information > press Enter
> Enter the card number as a token or raw data

>> CardConnect recommends using DT or WT to tokenize/encrypt raw credit card numbers to 
ensure PCI compliance (card number is tokenized before the order is saved)

>> Card numbers can also be stored in the customer master as a token and used during order 
creation



Walk-Through: Order Creation

> Saving the order sends the credit card transaction to CardConnect for authorization 
> CardConnect then reformats the data and forwards it to the processor
> The card number appears as a tokenized number

>> Display the order using t-code VA03 > header data > payment card tab > view 
processor response (a green light indicates the transaction was approved)



Walk-Through: Order Creation > Delivery

> Create the delivery with reference to the order; the delivery will check the order to 
ensure authorization is still valid (i.e. not expired)

>> The actual credit card data and response detail are pulled into the delivery transaction
> If the authorization is valid, you can pick, pack and post the goods issue process
> If the authorization is not valid, you must reinitiate authorization in the sales process



Walk-Through: Order Creation > Delivery

> There are two ways to reauthorize an order:
>> Program RV21A010 can be scheduled to run every night as a job – this picks up Open 

Sales orders and authorizes them 
>> Program RV21A001 or transaction VCC1 can be used to authorize orders manually

>>> Chose the line and select ‘Forward to Authorization’ > click Save



Walk-Through: Order Creation > Invoice

> Create an invoice with reference to the delivery
>> Credit card data and response detail is copied into the invoice from the 

order



Walk-Through: Order Creation > Display Document

> Review the account document
>> Credit card transactions show two accounting postings:

>> One debiting the customer account
>> Another transferring that receivable to the customer’s issuing bank



Walk-Through: Settlement Process

> All settlements generated by SAP and sent through CardConnect are 
consolidated by the clearinghouse (processor) and processed overnight

>> This initiates the funds transfer from the card issuer’s bank to the 
merchant’s bank 

>> The resulting deposit information is then available through reports 
provided by the clearinghouse

> In order to settle transactions, we use FCC1 to submit them to CardConnect
>> This process simulates what the settlement job run does nightly 



Walk-Through: Settlement Process > Settlement Summary Report

> Displays an invoice (in this example, batches 1281 and 1285 make up the total

>> Since this example is from one document, the batch shows this
transaction as the daily total



Walk-Through: Settlement Process > Display Document

> Once the settlement is complete, the bank's receivable account is credited 
and the processor’s account is debited



Walk-Through: Funding Process

> The CardConnect CardDeposit Solution obtains the deposit amounts and 
fees electronically from several clearinghouses, and then transfers them (and 
stores them in custom tables) in SAP

>> Optional: our solution can also create a posting to move the funds from 
the payment card clearing account to the cash clearing account



Walk-Through: Funding Process

> Processor accounts are credited and the merchant’s account is debited for 
the full amount of the day’s transactions

>> This includes the charges for the merchandise, plus bank fees
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